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A model for percolative vortex motion in inhomogeneous superconductors is introduced. Near the percola-
tion threshold the linear, frequency-dependent electronic conductivity is found to obey scaling laws. The
percolation model for vortex motion provides an alternative explanation to the experimental finding of scaling
in the electronic conductivity that is conventionally attributed to a vortex glass transition. The critical expo-
nents derived from simulations of bond percolation on three-dimensional lattices are in satisfying agreement
with critical exponents obtained from the scaling analysis of the conductivity of YBa2Cu3O72d twinned single
crystals and ceramics. The electronic conductivity is calculated in an effective medium approximation and is
compared to experimental data.
I. INTRODUCTION
In high-temperature superconductors large thermal fluc-
tuations due to the high operating temperatures and small
pinning energies lead to considerable vortex motion even at
small driving currents. The vortex motion in the linear re-
gime is most favorably investigated by measurements of the
frequency-dependent electronic conductivity s(v). Accord-
ing to theoretical considerations,1,2 in samples with strong
random pinning disorder three regions of a qualitatively dif-
ferent vortex response are expected in the vortex glass phase,
the vortex liquid phase, and near the vortex glass transition
temperature Tg . At low temperatures the vortex system is in
a glassy phase and a weak frequency dependence of the vor-
tex response to ac currents is found.3,4 Near the transition
between the glassy and the liquid vortex phases the elec-
tronic conductivity obeys scaling laws1,2 and far above the
transition the motion of the vortex liquid is diffusive.5–7
The existence of a scaling regime for the linear,
frequency-dependent conductivity8–10 s(v) and the nonlin-
ear dc conductivity11,12 s( j) is firmly established. Though
these experimental findings in transport quantities support
the existence of a vortex glass transition, measurements of
thermodynamic variables have not shown an indication of a
phase transition. Moreover, recent theoretical investigations
even show the absence of a vortex glass transition in more
realistic models of three-dimensional ~3D! superconductors
with a finite screening length.13 Thus the evidence for the
existence of a vortex glass transition is still doubtful.
In this work an alternative explanation to the vortex glass
theory, i.e., a model of percolative vortex motion in inhomo-
geneous superconductors is proposed. The model of percola-
tive vortex motion accounts for the existence of a critical
scaling regime in transport quantities. In this model the per-
colation transition corresponds to the vortex glass transition
derived from scaling analyses. The limiting forms of the
scaling functions are identical to the predictions of vortex
glass theory.
Besides the vortex glass theory a variety of phenomeno-
logical models has been developed for the thermally acti-
vated flux motion. The thermally activated hopping of vortex
bundles out of their pinning potentials results in a linear
current-voltage characteristic at low currents.14 Using the lin-
ear current voltage characteristic Kes et al.5 and Geshken-
bein et al.15 developed a simple theory for the ac response of
a superconducting sample that is described as a normal con-
ductor with a frequency-independent resistivity of thermally
activated form ~TAFF!. This theory was extended by Coffey
and Clem6 and Brandt7 to include pinning effects, flux flow,
and losses due to the normal fluid component.
The extended TAFF theory was successfully used to de-
scribe surface impedance measurements in the GHz region.16
A semiquantitative agreement was found for ac susceptibility
measurements on Bi 2Sr 2CaCu2O8 single crystals17 and for
vibrating reed measurements on YBa2Cu3O72d single crys-
tals and films.18 Reed et al.8 and Ko¨tzler et al.9,10 showed
that the extended TAFF model was in quantitative agreement
with the frequency-dependent ac susceptibility of Y-1:2:3
single crystals and films near Tc , whereas the ac susceptibil-
ity at lower temperatures was in agreement with the exist-
ence of critical fluctuations around a vortex glass transition
temperature Tg .
In this work simple expressions for the electronic conduc-
tivity are derived in an effective medium approximation
~EMA!. The EMA provides the frequency-dependent con-
ductivity far from the percolation transition. Furthermore, the
EMA predictions are a first approximation for the crossover
region from the scaling regime near the percolation threshold
to the mean field regime far from threshold.
II. CALCULATION OF THE ELECTRONIC
CONDUCTIVITY IN A PERCOLATION MODEL
A. General model
Different pinning mechanisms are usually present in high-
temperature superconductors. Especially at high tempera-
tures pinning by twin planes has proved to be strong for
magnetic fields tilted by an angle ,10° –20° with respect to
the c axis of the superconductor.19 It is expected that pinning
by different extended defects, e.g., grain boundaries and in-
clusions, is equally well important. The intrinsic pinning of
vortices by the layered crystal structure seems to be relevant
only at rather small angles ,2° between the CuO2 planes
and the magnetic field.20 In single crystals as well as in thin
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films a further pinning mechanism, i.e., pinning of vortices
by point defects, is important. Resistive measurements of the
range of the pinning potential in Y-1:2:3 thin films yielded
very small values ;5–10 Å consistent with core pinning of
vortices by point defects.21 Therefore inhomogeneities even
on a small length scale can lead to deviations from a homo-
geneous vortex flow. Since the material processing of the
high-temperature superconducting oxides is quite complex,
inhomogeneous distributions of material defects can be ex-
pected. Interlaced regions of different pinning potential
strength that consist of regions of different point defect den-
sity or of regions with extended pinning centers form a per-
colation network for vortex motion.22,23
In the following the vortex motion in an inhomogeneous
superconductor will be described in a bond percolation
model on a lattice. Consider randomly distributed regions
with different pinning strengths. At high temperatures vorti-
ces in the weak pinning regions are unpinned, whereas vor-
tices in strong pinning regions are already pinned. Since the
local pinning potential is a function of temperature T and
magnetic field B , the extensions of these regions change
upon variation of temperature and field. Let p denote the
concentration of regions with an unpinned flux line lattice
with p!0 for T!0 and p!1 for T!Tc . For convenience
the pinned and unpinned vortex lattices will be called vortex
glass and vortex liquid, respectively. In this context vortex
glass means a pinned, disordered vortex lattice. The
frequency-dependent vortex diffusivities in the zero current
limit are denoted by DVG(T ,B ,v) and DVL(T ,B ,v) in the
glass and liquid phases, respectively.
The macroscopic vortex diffusivity D(T ,B ,v) is obtained
after averaging the local diffusivities over the sample vol-
ume. The averaging procedure will be performed in a bond
percolation model which represents the superconductor by a
regular lattice. A bond of this lattice lying with probability
p in the vortex liquid phase is assigned a diffusivity DVL ,
whereas it has a diffusivity DVG , if it is with probability
q512p , in the vortex glass phase. The averaged vortex
diffusivity is24
D5DVLF~p ,h !, ~1!
where F denotes an unkown function and h5DVG /DVL the
diffusivity ratio.
Under the application of a current jW the vortices start to
move and generate an electric field EW 5r(T ,bW ,v) jW . r de-
notes the averaged electronic resistivity and bW the local mag-
netic field averaged over a few vortex spacings. With the
induction law ¹3EW 52]bW /]t and Ampe`re’s law
¹3bW 5m0 jW a nonlinear diffusion equation
¹3~r¹3bW !52m0
]bW
]t
~2!
is obtained. In the following the experimental situation is
considered in which a small frequency-dependent magnetic
field dBW }exp(ivt) is superimposed on a large dc field BW , i.e.,
bW 5BW 1dBW . Linearization of Eq. ~2! leads to a linear diffu-
sion equation for the disturbance25 dBW ,
r
m0
¹2dBW 5
]dBW
]t
, ~3!
with the averaged vortex diffusivity D5r/m0 . Therefore the
electronic conductivity s5r21 is related to the vortex dif-
fusivity by
s5@m0D#215@m0DVLF~p ,h !#21. ~4!
Equation ~4! is valid if normal fluid losses can be neglected.
The function F(p ,h) can be determined numerically or in
an effective medium approximation that will be discussed in
Sec.II D. In Sec. II C scaling laws near the percolation
threshold are investigated. In the next section expressions for
the vortex diffusivities DVG and DVL in the pinned and un-
pinned vortex regions are derived.
B. Estimation of vortex diffusivities
The vortex diffusivities in the vortex glass and vortex
liquid phases are derived from the averaged equation of vor-
tex motion,26
hvW 1bvW 3Bˆ5 jW3BW 1FW p , ~5!
where vW denotes the vortex velocity, FW p the pinning force,
and Bˆ a unit vector along the direction of the magnetic field.
h is the vortex viscosity and b the coefficient of the Magnus
force. If FW p is known, Eq. ~5! can be solved for vW and the
diffusivity is then obtained from EW 5BW 3vW and Maxwell’s
equations.
1. Unpinned flux line lattice
In the vortex liquid phase the pinning force Fp leads to a
renormalization of the viscous term but not of the Magnus
force term in Eq. ~5!. The moving flux line lattice experi-
ences an additional friction due to the interaction with the
pinning sites,26 i.e., FW p52h*vW with an effective vortex vis-
cosity h*}exp(U/kBT). U is a typical activation barrier for
vortex hopping. Introducing h˜5h1h* one obtains the vor-
tex velocity vW from Eq. ~5!,
vW 5
B
h˜21b2
~ h˜ jW3Bˆ1b jW !, ~6!
and the electric field
EW 5
B2
h˜21b2
~ h˜ jW1bBˆ3 jW !. ~7!
From the linearized diffusion equation ~3! one obtains the
vortex liquid diffusivity
DVL5
h˜B2
m0~ h˜
21b2!
. ~8!
2. Pinned flux line lattice
In the vortex glass phase the vortices perform small oscil-
lations about their equilibrium sites under the influence of a
small driving current jW}exp(ivt). Assuming a harmonic pin-
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ning potential at small vortex displacements uW the pinning
force is given by FW p52auW with the Labusch parameter27
a . Since uW }exp(ivt) and vW 5ivuW , the vortex glass diffusiv-
ity is given by
DVG5
S h1 aiv DB2
m0F S h1 aiv D
2
1b2G . ~9!
Brandt7 proposed to include thermally activated vortex hop-
ping out of the pinning potential by substituting a by the
Fourier transform of a˙ . If an exponential decay of the La-
busch parameter is assumed, a(t)5aexp(2t/tp), a has to be
substituted by7 a/(12i/vtp). tp}exp(U/kBT) denotes a
‘‘pinning time,’’ i.e., the mean time the vortex is bound to
the pinning center.
The inclusion of a Magnus force term in the equation of
vortex motion, Eq. ~5!, leads to a renormalization of the vor-
tex diffusivities. Since the Magnus force term is only impor-
tant at high frequencies v.tb
215a/b , it will be neglected
in the following.
C. Scaling regime
In the critical region around the percolation threshold pc
the averaged electronic conductivity assumes the scaling
form24
s5
1
m0DVL
uDpu2tS6~huDpu2t2s!, ~10!
with Dp5p2pc and h5DVG /DVL . Following the standard
notation24 the critical exponents are called t and s; an inter-
change with the time variable that is also called t is unlikely
since the time variable is not used in this and the following
sections. The scaling functions S1(x) in the vortex liquid
(p.pc) and S2(x) in the vortex glass (p,pc) phase as-
sume the asymptotic forms24
S1~x ! ——!
x!0
const, ~11!
S2~x ! ——!
x!0 const
x
, ~12!
S6~x ! ——!
uxu!`
const3x2t/~ t1s !. ~13!
x5huDpu2t2s denotes the scaling variable. In the effective
medium approximation the scaling functions in d dimensions
are
S6~x !5
2~d21 !
@d214~d21 !x#1/26d , ~14!
with t5s51.
The concentration p of vortex liquid regions cannot be
easily accessed experimentally. The percolation threshold
pc is identified with the vortex glass transition temperature
Tg obtained from scaling analyses of the electronic conduc-
tivity. Near the transition it is plausible to assume Dp
}uT2Tguz.
For a further discussion of the scaling functions the con-
ductivity ratio h is expressed by the vortex diffusivities,
Eq. ~8! and Eq. ~9!, derived in the previous section. The
Magnus force term is neglected, i.e., b50. Since7
h*}exp(U/kBT)@h, one obtains DVL.B2/m0h*
}exp(2U/kBT). For not too large frequencies vth!1, with
th5h/a , one obtains from Eq. ~9! a purely inductive vortex
glass diffusivity DVG.ivlc
2
. lc denotes the Campbell pen-
etration depth,28 lc5(B2/m0a)1/2. In YBa2Cu3O72d
samples the relaxation time th is estimated to th.10210 s
for single crystals29 and thin films.30
Inserting the diffusivity ratio h5iv/v0 with
v05DVL /lc
2 in Eq. ~10! one realizes that the percolation
model predicts the same scaling law as the vortex glass
theory.1,2 In the limit (v/v0)uDpu2t2s!1 one obtains s
}uDpu2t above the percolation transition and s
}uDpus/(iv) below the transition; i.e., the linear dc resistiv-
ity rdc5limv!0s21(v) vanishes at the percolation transi-
tion and rdc50 in the vortex glass phase. This result is con-
sistent with the description of the nonlinear dc resistivity
r( j) in the vortex glass phase. The pinned vortex lattice is
described by an effective activation barrier1 U( j) that di-
verges for small current densities j!0 such that r( j)
}exp@2U(j)/kBT#!0 in the linear regime considered here.
The full treatment of the nonlinear percolation problem is
beyond the scope of this work. There are indications in the
literature that the nonlinear dc conductivity s( j) calculated
in a percolation model obeys scaling laws similar to the scal-
ing laws of vortex glass theory.31 Yamafuji and Kiss32 have
recently derived scaling laws for the nonlinear dc resistivity
in a model that considers a critical current distribution. These
scaling laws are indeed similar to the scaling laws of vortex
glass theory.
The phase angle F5arctan(s9/s8) of the electronic con-
ductivity at the percolation transition Dp5p2pc50 is
F~p5pc!5
p
2 S 12 st1s D . ~15!
Since the scaling laws of the percolation model and the vor-
tex glass model are equivalent, one obtains the following
relationship between the critical exponents of the two mod-
els:
tz5n~z21 !, ~16!
sz5n . ~17!
The critical exponents n and z of the vortex glass model are
defined by the divergence of the vortex glass correlation
length jVG}uT2Tgu2n and the time scale for critical fluctua-
tions, tVG}jVG
z
.
Since the exponent z is not known, only the ratio
t/s5z21 can be compared with theoretical estimates for the
critical exponents of percolation theory.
In Table I the critical exponents n and z derived from
measurements of the frequency-dependent conductivity of
YBa2Cu3O72d samples are summarized. For twinned
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Y-1:2:3 single crystals in a magnetic field parallel to the c
axis, in a ceramic Y-1:2:3 sample and in two Y-1:2:3 films
z.3.0 is found. However, the values for the Y-1:2:3 films
obtained in Refs. 30 and 36 are only derived from the critical
loss angle F(Tg) instead of performing a full scaling analy-
sis. Therefore these values have to be viewed with some
care. Olsson et al.,35 Ko¨tzler et al.,10 and Baselgia Stahel
et al.37 found values z.5 for Y-1:2:3 films. These values are
in agreement with critical exponents obtained from the scal-
ing of the nonlinear dc resistivity.11
For the twinned Y-1:2:3 single crystals (BW i cˆ) and the
Y-1:2:3 ceramic one obtains a mean value for the ratio of the
critical exponents,
t/s5z2152.060.4, ~18!
whereas for Y-1:2:3 films (BW i cˆ) the ratio
t/s5z2154.460.7 ~19!
seems more appropriate.
In Table II the critical exponents for percolation on a
lattice are summarized. The ratio t/s52.6060.14 obtained
for lattice percolation in d53 dimensions is in satisfying
agreement with the experimentally determined value
t/s52.060.4 for twinned Y-1:2:3 single crystals and
Y-1:2:3 ceramics. However, it is considerably lower than the
value found for Y-1:2:3 films. The duality symmetry leads in
two dimensions to the value24 t/s51, which is not consistent
with the experimental data.
Continuum percolation problems ~‘‘Swiss cheese’’ mod-
els! can be mapped on lattice percolation problems with a
distribution of bond strengths,42
g~DV!}DV
2a
, ~20!
where DV denotes a local vortex diffusivity. It is found that
the critical exponents t¯ and s¯ in these systems can be con-
siderably enhanced over their counterparts t and s in simple
lattice models. If one considers the lower bounds for t¯ and
s¯ given by Feng et al.42 to be exact, as was suggested by
Lubensky and Tremblay,43 one obtains
t¯5l~d22 !1
1
12a , ~21!
s¯5l~22d !1
1
12a . ~22!
l denotes the geometric exponent of the percolation correla-
tion length jp}uDpu2l.
In d53 dimensions one has l50.875.24 Interpreting the
ratio t/s54.460.6 observed for Y-1:2:3 films as arising
from a distribution of bond diffusivities one obtains
a50.2860.05.
These findings might be interpreted as follows. The satis-
fying agreement between the experimentally determined and
the calculated value of the ratio t/s for Y-1:2:3 twinned crys-
tals and ceramics indicates that two pinning mechanisms
with different pinning strengths exist in these materials. The
two pinning mechanisms lead to well-defined regions of
pinned and unpinned flux lines. Thus a simple lattice perco-
lation model with two bond strengths is appropriate. The two
pinning mechanisms might be related to point defect pinning
and pinning by twin boundaries, respectively.
The results for the Y-1:2:3 films indicate that in thin films
a continuous distribution of pinning strengths is present.
D. Effective medium approximation
Well outside the critical region the averaged diffusivity
D is well described within the effective medium approxima-
tion ~EMA!.44 If DV denotes a local vortex diffusivity and
f (DV) the distribution function for the vortex diffusivity, the
averaged diffusivity D can be obtained from45,46,44
E f ~DV! D2DVDV1~d21 !D dDV50 . ~23!
TABLE I. Critical exponents of YBa2Cu3O72d samples ob-
tained from the scaling of the linear, frequency-dependent conduc-
tivity.
Twinned YBa2Cu3O72d single crystals
BW n z Reference
i cˆ 0.6960.13 3.060.4 33
i cˆ 0.7060.05 3.060.3 8
i cˆ 3.160.3 3.160.3 9
' cˆ 1.660.3 6.360.3 9
i cˆ 3.1 3.1 34
YBa2Cu3O72d films
BW n z Reference
i cˆ 1.160.4 5.260.6 35
i cˆ 3.7060.46 36
i cˆ 1.760.1 5.560.5 10
i cˆ 2.060.5 5.561.0 37
i cˆ 3.3460.64 30
i cˆ 6.062.0 30
YBa2Cu3O72d ceramic
BW n z Reference
3.060.4 3.060.4 38
TABLE II. Theoretical critical exponents for bond percolation
networks.
t s t/s5z21 Reference
EMA 1.0 1.0 1.0 24
d52 1.29960.002 1.29960.002 1.0 39
d53 1.960.1 0.7360.01 2.6060.14 40,41
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d denotes the dimension of the system.
In the following only the binary distribution
f (DV)5pd(DVL)1qd(DVG) with q512p will be consid-
ered. d(x) denotes Dirac’s delta function. In this case the
electronic conductivity is given by
s5s82is95
1
m0DVL
2~12pc!
~p2pc!1~q2pc!h1A1/2
, ~24!
A5~p2pc!21~q2pc!2h212~pc2pc
21pq !h , ~25!
with pc5d21 and h5DVG /DVL .
It was shown in the previous section that at low frequen-
cies v!th
215a/h.10 GHz ~Refs. 16,30! the vortex glass
diffusivity is well approximated by DVG5ivlc
2
, yielding an
imaginary diffusivity ratio
h5i
v
v0
. ~26!
Since the vortex liquid diffusivity DVL and the Labusch
parameter a at the transition temperature Tg are not well
known, it is difficult to estimate the frequency scale v0 .
From high-frequency surface impedance measurements on
Y-1:2:3 films16 a can be estimated to a;1017– 1020 N/m4 at
high temperatures and B51 T. Using typical resistivities of
Y-1:2:3 films at the irreversibility line18 that is close to the
glass transition line one obtains DVL;1025– 1022 m2 s21
and therefore v0;106– 1012 Hz at B51 T. In the following
calculated values of the conductivity modulus
usu5(s821s92)1/2 and the loss tangent
tan~F!5
s9
s8
~27!
are compared to experimental values. Since the experimental
values were obtained in the critical region and the EMA is
valid well outside the critical region, the comparison be-
tween theory and experiment only shows qualitative agree-
ment.
In Figs. 1~a! and 1~b! the loss tangent tan(F) and the
modulus usu of the electronic conductivity of a 250 nm thin
Y-1:2:3 film in a field B50.4 T are shown as a function of
frequency. The data were obtained by Ko¨tzler et al.10 from
the numerical inversion of the frequency-dependent ac sus-
ceptibility. The phase angle F(Tg)50.82(p/2) at the transi-
tion temperature Tg588.9 K is independent of frequency in
agreement with the scaling law, Eq. ~15!.
In Figs. 2 ~a! and 2~b! the loss tangent tan(F) and con-
ductivity modulus usu according to the extended TAFF
model are shown. The curves are calculated with Eq. ~9!
including the effect of thermally activated vortex hopping by
the introduction of an exponentially relaxing Labusch param-
eter. The conductivity is normalized by the flux flow conduc-
tivity sFF5h/B2. The curves are calculated in the absence
of a Magnus force, tb5b/a50, for different values of the
viscosity th5h/a . For large pinning times tp@th the loss
tangent is large, i.e., tan(F)@1, and a frequency-
independent plateau value F5p/2 is observed at low fre-
quencies v!th
21 in contrast to the experimentally deter-
mined nontrivial value F(Tg)50.82(p/2).
FIG. 1. ~a! Loss tangent and ~b! modulus of the electronic con-
ductivity of a Y-1:2:3 film as a function of frequency at B50.4 T.
The data are taken from Ref. 10. h , 88.0 K; 1 , 88.9 K; s , 89.1 K;
n , 89.3 K; , , 89.6 K; L , 90.0 K.
FIG. 2. ~a! Loss tangent and ~b! modulus of the electronic con-
ductivity in the extended TAFF model; see Eq. ~9!. The conductiv-
ity is normalized to the flux flow conductivity. The curves are cal-
culated with the parameter values th /tp510212, 1026,
1023, 0.3 and tb50.
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The loss tangent tan(F) and conductivity modulus usu
calculated in the effective medium approximation are shown
in Figs. 3~a! and 3~b! and 4~a! and 4~b! for d52 and d53,
respectively. The conductivity is normalized by the conduc-
tivity in the vortex liquid state, sVL5(m0DVL)21. The dash-
dotted lines in the figures correspond to the percolation tran-
sition Dp50, and the dotted and solid lines are calculated in
the vortex glass (Dp521025, 21024, . . . , 20.1,
20.3) and vortex liquid phase (Dp51025, 1024, . . . ,
0.1, 0.3), respectively. In both dimensions d52 and d53
one finds a critical phase angle F(pc)5p/4 at low frequen-
cies in contrast to the experimental value for the Y-1:2:3
film, F(Tg)50.82(p/2). Though the measured and calcu-
lated curves are qualitatively similar, a quantitative agree-
ment is lacking. This is in agreement with the results of
Kirkpatrick44 on random resistor networks, where numerical
calculations and the effective medium approximation agree
for Dp*0.1. However, the effective medium approximation
shows that the phase angle F is frequency independent at the
percolation transition for v!v0 . The critical loss tangent in
the EMA is tan(Fc)51 in contrast to the value
tan(Fc)52.1360.18 found numerically24 for d53.
In d53 dimensions the loss tangent shows an upturn at
large frequencies v/v0*1; see Fig. 4~a!. This is not in dis-
agreement with the scaling law, Eq. ~15!, which is only valid
at low frequencies. Since v0.106– 1012 Hz can be of the
same order of magnitude as the depinning frequency
th
21.10 GHz, the approximate vortex glass conductivity
DVG5ivlc
2 should not be used at high frequencies
v/v0*1. In Figs. 5~a! and 5~b! the loss tangent and the
conductivity modulus are shown in d53 dimensions using
the vortex glass diffusivity, Eq. ~9!, DVG5ivlc
2/
(11ivth) with th215100v0 . The Magnus force term is
neglected, b50. At large frequencies v@th
21 the loss tan-
gent above and below the percolation transition decreases as
tan(F)}v21. This asymptotic form is in agreement with
recent experimental results on Y-1:2:3 films.30
III. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work the vortex motion in high-temperature super-
conductors was analyzed in a bond percolation model on a
lattice. The linear, frequency-dependent electronic conduc-
tivity s(v) is found to be inversely proportional to the vor-
tex diffusivity. Near the percolation threshold pc the elec-
tronic conductivity obeys scaling laws that assume the same
limiting forms as the scaling laws derived in vortex glass
theory. Therefore the percolation model provides an alterna-
tive interpretation for the existence of a scaling region in
s(v). The vortex glass transition temperature Tg is equiva-
lent to the percolation threshold pc .
The ratio of the critical exponents, t/s52.060.4, ob-
served experimentally in YBa 2Cu3O72d single crystals8,9
and ceramics38 is consistent with the critical exponents for
bond percolation on a 3D lattice,24 t/s52.6060.14. This is
particularly surprising since the percolating vortices in super-
conductors are line objects, whereas point particles are as-
sumed in the simulations of bond percolation models. How-
FIG. 3. ~a! Loss tangent and ~b! modulus of the electronic con-
ductivity in the effective medium approximation for d52 dimen-
sions. The parameters are tb50 and th50. The dash-dotted line is
the percolation transition p5pc , and the dotted and solid lines are
calculated in the vortex glass and vortex liquid phase for concen-
trations uDpu51025, 1024, 1023, 1022, 1021, 0.3.
FIG. 4. ~a! Loss tangent and ~b! modulus of the electronic con-
ductivity in the effective medium approximation for d53 dimen-
sions. The parameters are tb50 and th50. The dash-dotted line is
the percolation transition p5pc , and the dotted and solid lines are
calculated in the vortex glass and vortex liquid phase for concen-
trations uDpu51025, 1024, 1023, 1022, 1021, 0.3.
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ever, the longitudinal correlation length of vortices in high-
temperature superconductors is quite small47 and therefore
the treatment of individual vortex segments as point particles
might be justified. The agreement between the calculated and
measured ratio of the critical exponents t/s in Y-1:2:3
twinned single crystals8,9 and ceramics38 indicates the pres-
ence of two pinning mechanisms with significantly different
activation energies. The different pinning mechanisms may
be related to pinning by point defects and to pinning by
extended defects.
The ratio of the critical exponents observed in
YBa2Cu3O72d films,35,10,37 t/s54.460.7, is considerably
higher than the theoretical value, indicating the presence of a
continuous distribution of bond diffusivities.
Calculations of the electronic conductivity in an effective
medium approximation show qualitative agreement with
measured conductivities. Using a transfer matrix approach
the scaling functions in the bond percolation model can be
obtained numerically.48
The percolation model of vortex motion in inhomoge-
neous superconductors is valid if percolative channels for
vortex motion are well defined. Well-defined channels might
be expected, if the ‘‘pinning time’’ tp}exp(U/kT), i.e., the
average time the vortex lines stay at their pinning centers, is
long compared to the probing time scale. Since all investi-
gated Y-1:2:3 samples show a scaling region in the linear
electronic conductivity around the vortex glass temperature
Tg , one might conclude that a well-defined percolation
network exists in these samples. However, for
Bi 2Sr 2CaCu2O8 single crystals in a magnetic field B51 T
parallel to the c axis the absence of critical scaling in the
electronic conductivity is reported.49 Since Bi-2:2:1:2 single
crystals have much smaller activation energies U than
Y-1:2:3 samples,17 the ‘‘pinning times’’ tp are considerably
smaller and an ill-defined percolation network might result.
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